Making Simple Books
Read All About It!

Gretchen Hanser

Occupational therapy practitioners need to find meaningful ways for students to access and engage with books. Sometimes the fastest, best way to get books that will be engaging for such students is simply to make them.

do you have students who are unable to read words? Who rip and throw books? Who have difficulty physically manipulating books? Do you have trouble finding age-appropriate books for kids who are older, but are very beginning readers? Regardless of the degree of disability, in order to learn to read books, such students need access to good books—and lots of them. Beginning readers need to be exposed to a wide range of text types, including those that are predictable and simple in nature.

Occupational therapy practitioners need to find meaningful ways for students to access and engage with books. Sometimes the fastest, best way to get books that will be engaging for such students is simply to make them. With some quick pointers and tips, making these types of books can be easy and fun. Although these literacy tips are for very emergent readers, these books are also appropriate for students who are just beginning to read actual words.

Students who have difficulty with different aspects of book handling, such as holding the book and turning the pages, need to have easy ways to physically engage with books so that their focus can be on the print rather than on the motor aspects of the activity. To create alternatives to traditional adaptations such as book easels and lamination, the following are some suggestions on making books with ease, and what to include in them.

GENERAL FABRICATION TIPS

- Use adhesive-backed furniture bumpers (either rubber or felt circles) or adhesive-backed hook-and-loop fasteners to make page turning easier. These can be attached to the lower corners of pages and work more effectively on thicker pages. Because of the adhesive, these may not be appropriate for library books.
- Make temporary foam page “fluffers.” These get paper clipped to the corners of pages and create a small space between pages. Page fluffers can be made out of cardstock and foam scraps and paper clips. For fabrication directions, go to www.creativecommunicating.com/tips-pf.html.
- Do a “board book makeover.” Take an old board book and cover it with black construction paper and then add book content.
- Reconstruct books with clear packing tape. Packing tape is your new best friend! Clear packing tape is quite sturdy and a great alternative to spiral binding or comb binding. Use long strips to bind book pages and/or to laminate ripped pages on the fly.

FOOD BOX BOOKS

Save the boxes from students’ favorite foods, such as cereal, cookies, crackers, and candy. Turn them into book pages by flattening the boxes. Use packing tape strips to bind pages together to make a book. These are inexpensive and easy to make!

Tips for making food box books:

- Ask parents to send in students’ favorite food boxes.
- Make the books as part of a class recycling unit.

ZIPLOCK BAGGY “SQUISHY” BOOKS

Baggy books are great for emergent readers, especially those who like sensory exploration, whether they are sighted or blind. Use six or seven resealable freezer bags to make the book “pages.” Fill each page about halfway with something, push out
excess air, zip up, and then seal the bag tight with a strip of packing tape. Bind the pages together using more strips of packing tape. Add text and/or braille.

Tips for baggy book content include:

- Create theme-based baggy books such as food books (i.e., uncooked macaroni, oatmeal, cereal, split peas, flour, salt); pet food books (i.e., dried cat food, dried dog food, birdseed, fish food); bug books (i.e., dirt, different plastic bugs, worms, seeds, fake grass) and “nature walk” books (i.e., sticks, leaves, dirt, rocks).
- Promote interest, exploration, and fine motor skills by adding small manipulatives in the bags such as letters, numbers, and bugs.
- Repeat lines to foster interaction and add some fun, then add a twist at the end. Sample text from a food baggy book: “Macaroni. Do you like it? Oatmeal. Do you like it? Peas. Do you like them? Ick!”

CALENDAR BOOKS

Old theme calendars are a nice source for making large books. Many calendars have large clear photos that are helpful for students with vision impairments, or useful for simply catching students’ attention. Cut apart the calendar and mount the pictures on poster board. Write short simple text in a large font, then laminate and bind the pages using clear packing tape.

Tips for theme calendar books include:

- Use calendar themes that are interesting to students, such as cars, boats, music groups, cats, dogs, cars, and foods—all of which are appropriate for older students. At the end of the year, ask families to send in their old calendars.
- Save the last page of the calendar with the small pictures of all of the calendar pages; these can be used for writing activities or as communication symbols.
- Place print on the page opposite the picture; this may make it easier for students to attend to text and it may help you know where they are looking.

STUDENT EXPERIENCE BOOKS

Make a “My Day” book that chronicles the key events of the student’s day. This type of book is great for all kids, but especially for students with blindness or deaf-blindness who may have little knowledge of the world. Using this approach allows you to teach students about literacy starting with what they know best—their daily experiences.

Take pictures of the events or identify tactuals that represent the key activities of the student’s day. Mount tactuals in a small photo album or a board book. If using tactuals, you can affix them with hot glue and then make more secure by using small strips of packing tape to hold down the edges of the tactual.

Tips for developing specific My Day books:

- Involve the student in selecting the picture or tactual and writing the text. This will give students more of an understanding of what the book is because they helped make it, rather than using a pre-made book.
- When choosing tactuals for students who are blind, consider the surfaces that they touch, such as a piece of terry cloth to represent washing or a piece of folded aluminum foil to represent their school bus. Consult with a teacher of students with visual impairments for suggestions.

CONCLUSION

Students with disabilities need access to a wealth of books—no different than students without disabilities. Occupational therapy practitioners can make books that not only meet students’ sensorimotor needs, but also their literacy needs. Happy bookmaking and stay tuned for more tips about making computer-based books for beginning readers!
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Alibaba.com offers 280 simple book making products. About 4% of these are paper & paperboard printing, 4% are book printing, and 1% are notebooks. A wide variety of simple book making options are available to you, such as art paper, coated paper, and offset paper.